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Still LifeStill LifeStill LifeStill LifeStill LifeStill LifeStill LifeStill Life

Do you know what is meant by still lifestill lifestill lifestill life?
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A still life still life still life still life 
drawing or 
painting is a 
picture of 
objects, things 
we might see 
every day. 

The objects are usually chosen carefully and placed 
together in a special group called an arrangementarrangementarrangementarrangement.
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Many artists are famous because 
of their still life paintings. Many

are inspired by the
colourscolourscolourscolours and
textures textures textures textures of real
fruit and flowers 

which they arrange to 
make a pleasing picture.

When they are happy
with their 
arrangement 
they can 
begin.
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This is a 
photograph 
of the back 
of a 
sunflower. 
It shows 
you the 
texturetexturetexturetexture of 
the flower. 
You can 
guess, just 
by looking 
at it, what 
the real 
flower 
would feel 
like.
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This is a photograph of the surface of a melon. What 
do you think it would feel like. Does the photograph 
give you a good idea of the texture texture texture texture of the melon skin?
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This painting is called The Five SensesThe Five SensesThe Five SensesThe Five Senses. It was 
painted in 1638 by an artist called Jacques Jacques Jacques Jacques 
LinardLinardLinardLinard. 

Can you 
guess why he 
called his 
painting The The The The 
Five SensesFive SensesFive SensesFive Senses?
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Artists often choose objects that make you think 
of your five senses. Look again at the picture.

What things could 
you taste or smell?

What would feel 
soft or hard?

What could you 
hear or look into?Sa
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Some artists like painting 
pictures of things with 
unusual or strange 
shapes. They might put 
together an arrangement 
of musical instruments.

Sometimes they have fun 
with their arrangements 
like the artist who 
arranged the objects for 
this photograph.
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Some artists just seem to put anything together.

This is a painting of household objects painted by 
Pieter ClaeszPieter ClaeszPieter ClaeszPieter Claesz almost 400 years ago.
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When artists 
decide to paint 
a still life they 
usually choose 
objects that 
have something 
in common.

That means 
that they are 
all similar in 
some way.Sa
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What do you think these objects have in common?
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Here are two more 
groups of objects.
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An American artist called Ralph GoingsRalph GoingsRalph GoingsRalph Goings used 
things that he found on a table in an American  
café. 

Can you see where the light is shining on the 
objects in the picture?

His picture 
was painted 
in 1994. 
It looks real.

What can 
you see?
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These are real tulips 
with soft silky 
petals.
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Many artists paint pictures of 
flowers. Some of their paintings 
look very lifelikelifelikelifelikelifelike. 

Their paintings look like real 
flowers because the artists 
concentrate on the shape of the flowers and the 
colours. They try to paint exactly what they can see.
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This painting is called 
A Bouquet of A Bouquet of A Bouquet of A Bouquet of 
FlowersFlowersFlowersFlowers. It was 
painted by an artist 
called Rachel RuyschRachel RuyschRachel RuyschRachel Ruysch
300 years ago.

The flowers look real. 
Why do you think 
they look so lifelike?Sa
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They look like real 
flowers because the 
artist looked 
carefully at the 
flowers and painted 
what she saw.
She put in lots of 
detaildetaildetaildetail – little things 
that she noticed 
about the flowers 
which would help 
her to make them 
look real.
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In real life, the artist 
never saw all of these 
flowers together at the 
same time. They grew 
at different times of 
the year. She had 
probably studied the 
flowers while they were 
growing and made 
drawings so that when 
she put them all 
together in her 
painting, they looked 
real.
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Look at this painting. 
Do the flowers and fruit 
look lifelike to you? 

How are they the same 
or different to real life?

How lifelike are they?
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These flowers were 
painted with blobs of 
bright paint. 

They look like flowers but they 
don’t have much detail.
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These are water lilies painted by an artist called 
Claude MonetClaude MonetClaude MonetClaude Monet. Close up they look like blobs of 
paint. 
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People have to stand well back from the painting 
before they get a real impressionimpressionimpressionimpression of flowers!
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Some artists like painting pictures of food. 
Sometimes artists paint just one type of food.
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Sometimes painters arrange fruit and vegetables 
in an interesting way. When they are happy with 
their arrangementarrangementarrangementarrangement, they start to paint.

This painting is called 
‘Fruits from the Midi’‘Fruits from the Midi’‘Fruits from the Midi’‘Fruits from the Midi’. 
It was painted in 1881 
by a famous artist 
called Pierre Auguste Pierre Auguste Pierre Auguste Pierre Auguste 
RenoirRenoirRenoirRenoir.Sa
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This painting is called MarketMarketMarketMarket----GardnerGardnerGardnerGardner or Joke Joke Joke Joke 
with Vegetableswith Vegetableswith Vegetableswith Vegetables. It was painted by an artist who 
had a sense of humour. His name was Giusseppe Giusseppe Giusseppe Giusseppe 
ArcimboldoArcimboldoArcimboldoArcimboldo and he painted this picture in 1590.
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You might think 
that the painting 
just shows a bowl 
of vegetables 
but…………..
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Look what happens 
when the painting is 
turned upside 
down!

What can you see 
now?
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Can you see why it’s called Joke with VegetablesJoke with VegetablesJoke with VegetablesJoke with Vegetables?
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